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Abstract: Accurate mapping of population distribution is essential for policy-making, urban planning,
administration, and risk management in hazardous areas. In some countries, however, population
data is not collected on a regular basis and is rarely available at a high spatial resolution. In this study,
we proposed an approach to estimate the absolute number of inhabitants at the neighborhood level,
combining data obtained through field work with high resolution remote sensing. The approach
was tested on Ngazidja Island (Union of the Comoros). A detailed survey of neighborhoods at
the level of individual dwellings, showed that the average number of inhabitants per dwelling
was significantly different between buildings characterized by a different roof type. Firstly, high
spatial resolution remotely sensed imagery was used to define the location of individual buildings,
and second to determine the roof type for each building, using an object-based classification approach.
Knowing the location of individual houses and their roof type, the number of inhabitants was
estimated at the neighborhood level using the data on house occupancy of the field survey. To correct
for misclassification bias in roof type discrimination, an inverse calibration approach was applied.
To assess the impact of variations in average dwelling occupancy between neighborhoods on model
outcome, a measure of the degree of confidence of population estimates was calculated. Validation
using the leave-one-out approach showed low model bias, and a relative error at the neighborhood
level of 17%. With the increasing availability of high resolution remotely sensed data, population
estimation methods combining data from field surveys with remote sensing, as proposed in this
study, hold great promise for systematic mapping of population distribution in areas where reliable
census data are not available on a regular basis.

Keywords: population estimation; data-poor regions; roof type mapping; high resolution
remote sensing; Union of the Comoros

1. Introduction

Obtaining reliable estimates of population numbers is important for policy-making, urban
planning, and administration, both at the regional and local scale; and it is also fundamental for
risk assessment related to natural and human-induced hazards, e.g., References [1–3]. According to the
United Nations (2015), a count of the population—or ‘census’—must be based on individuals, must be
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exhaustive and done simultaneously for a given territory, and should be organized at regular intervals,
at least every 10 years. The major drawbacks of a census are that it is a complex exercise, which is
time-consuming, labor intensive, and expensive [4,5]. To overcome the drawbacks of a traditional
census, several countries are nowadays combining different administrative registers to obtain a count
of the population and its characteristics (e.g., Belgium, Iceland, The Netherlands) [6]. In data-poor
regions though, automating the counting process is not possible due to a lack of up-to-date national
civil registers. Therefore, organization of traditional censuses is still required.

If no recent census data are available, the use of remote sensing may be a cost-effective alternative
for estimating population numbers e.g., References [7–16], as it allows large-coverage mapping of
human settlements at increasingly higher spatial resolutions. Satellite imagery also makes it possible
to provide regular mapping updates for the same area. While estimation of the population from
remotely sensed data is not expected to produce results as accurate as a traditional census, it can be a
useful approach for producing population estimates between two census dates or in the absence of
census data.

In applications of population estimation, remotely sensed imagery may be used in two different
ways: (a) To disaggregate census data to a finer spatial scale, using areal interpolation methods;
or (b) To define a relationship between remote sensing derived variables and population numbers,
using a statistical modelling approach [14]. In the last category of methods, earlier studies have shown
that population can be estimated from remote-sensing derived information, such as the number of
dwelling units, the area of urban land, the area occupied by different land uses, or even directly from
spectral and textural information, available at the pixel scale. Multiplying the number of dwellings
in a study area obtained through visual interpretation of aerial photography or high resolution
satellite imagery, by the average number of occupants per dwelling obtained through a field survey is
considered as time consuming, but it is one of the most accurate ways for population estimation using
remotely sensed data [9,11,15,17]. Automated extraction of building outlines from high-resolution
imagery using object-based image analysis (OBIA), may substantially lower the cost of data processing,
yet the effectiveness of OBIA for successfully identifying individual dwellings strongly depends on
spectral/spatial characteristics of the imagery used, as well as the morphological characteristics of
the built-up area (i.e., spacing between buildings, sufficient spectral contrast between buildings and
their surroundings) [17,18]. If high-resolution LIDAR data or stereoscopic image acquisitions are
available, Digital Surface Models (DSM) of the built-up area can be produced. In this case, elevation
differences can be used to improve the detection of individual building structures, extract footprint and
volume for each building, and calculate available floor space [3,4,19]. Alternatively, in some studies,
the number of floors is estimated through building shadow analysis, and in combination with roof area,
is used to obtain an estimate of the total floor space per building [20,21]. If no high-resolution data is
available, population may be estimated based on the total built-up area, or based on the area covered by
different land-use classes, or morphologically homogeneous zones extracted from medium-resolution
satellite imagery, using simple regression approaches [10,12,13,16]. Some authors have also explored
the potential of directly using spectral and textural responses at the pixel level, to develop regression
models to estimate population [7–9]. At even coarser scales, imagery showing urban extent has been
combined with night-time light emissions, to assess population distribution at continental to global
scales [14,19,22,23]. When estimating population from remotely sensed data, numerous physical
and socioeconomic variables, obtained from ancillary data sources, can be incorporated as well
(e.g., distance to the Central Business District, accessibility to the transport system, slope, period
when urban area has been built) [7,24]. By including more variables, the complexity of the model will
increase, but the accuracy and the robustness of the model are likely to improve.

In recent years, several studies have focused on estimating population in data-poor regions using
high resolution remotely sensed imagery. Population estimation in these studies is mostly based on
identifying the number of dwellings, or on estimating the total rooftop area [20,25,26]. Estimates of
population are then obtained (a) by multiplying the number of dwellings with an estimated number of
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people per building structure [25,27], or (b) by multiplying the rooftop area of all buildings with the
average number of people per square meter [20,25,26]. Spatial resolution of the imagery in relation
to object size, is an important factor for successful extraction of individual dwellings. In informal
settlements, where building size may be well below 100 m2, an image resolution of 0.5 m will not
be enough [28], and image resolutions of at least 0.3 m will be required to capture small building
structures [18]. While OBIA may provide good results for roof top delineation of individual dwellings
in well-structured, low to medium dense urban areas [29–31], identifying individual dwellings in
high-density urban areas, in informal settlements, or in environments where roof type materials show
strong spectral similarity with their surroundings remains problematic, and manual digitizing is often
the only option left to obtain reliable dwelling counts for population estimation [26,31–33]. With the
rise of volunteered geographic information initiatives (e.g., www.openstreetmap.org), accurate data on
spatial features (e.g., buildings, roads . . . ) is rapidly becoming available for many parts of the world,
including developing countries [17]. Therefore, using information on dwelling location, obtained from
such data layers, in combination with information on dwelling characteristics captured through remote
sensing is a promising avenue for population estimation. The most obvious dwelling characteristic
that can be identified from high-resolution imagery is roof type, which in developing countries
is often linked to type of housing, household demographics, socio-economic status, and health
conditions [34–36]. Assuming that household size significantly differs between houses with different
roof types, roof type discrimination may be very useful in estimating population numbers, based on
available data about the location of individual dwellings.

In this study, we propose an approach to estimate population numbers at neighborhood level,
combining information on dwelling location and roof type, obtained from remotely sensed data,
with data on household size collected through fieldwork. Given spectral confusion between roof
construction materials and the surrounding environment, the complexity of the residential structure,
and the absence of ancillary data sources, dwelling locations in our study were obtained by pin-pointing
building locations on high-resolution imagery (Pléiades), whilst roof type was extracted from the
imagery, using object-based random forest classification. An inverse calibration approach was applied
to correct for misclassification bias in population estimation. Uncertainty in model outcome, caused by
variations in average dwelling occupancy between neighborhoods was assessed as well. The proposed
method was applied on Ngazidja Island (Union of the Comoros). In this data-poor region, no census
has been organized since 2003, and there is a need for up-to-date information about population
distribution on the island. Model calibration in our study was based on a sample of neighborhoods,
for which populations numbers were collected in the field. To assess the accuracy of model outcome,
a cross-validation approach was applied using the leave-on-out method. While for this case study,
individual dwellings on the island were identified by manually pinpointing dwelling locations on the
imagery, with the increased availability of volunteered geographic information datasets, the method
proposed might be useful in other areas where such data are readily available, with less cost and effort
for data collection.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The method proposed in this study was applied on Ngazidja Island (Union of the Comoros)
(Figure 1). Located northwest of Madagascar, in the Mozambique Channel, Ngazidja is the westernmost
island of the Comoros archipelago, and is prone to volcanic hazards. Karthala volcano is the site of
recent volcanic activities on the island. In the future, the risk of population and infrastructure being
affected by the next eruption is high, because urban areas are surrounding Karthala volcano (Figure 1).
Owing to limited budgets and more urgent priorities, the last census in the Union of the Comoros
dates back to 2003. There is hence a strong need for a reliable, up-to-date estimate of the population
number and its distribution.

www.openstreetmap.org
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Based on the last census data, 296,177 people lived on Ngazidja Island in 2003 [37] (Figure 1). 
About 40% of the population lives in the capital, Moroni, and its immediate surroundings. An 
important part of the population lives in villages along the coastal area, with higher concentrations 
of the population in and around the main cities Mitsamouili and Mbéni.  

Considering the number of people sharing the same dwelling as a criterion for household 
definition, according to the last census, the average household has 4.1 members [38]. One dwelling 
can consist of different building units. It has also been observed that household size grew with an 
increase of employed people. This is explained by the fact that, as the number of household members 
earning money increases, there is the tendency to cohabitate with other families [38].  

2.1.2. House Characteristics  

On Ngazidja Island, three main types of houses were found, differing through the building 
material used: plant material (Figure 2a), metal sheet (Figure 2b,c) or concrete (Figure 2d). Metal sheet 
houses can be additionally subdivided into two types: new metal sheet houses (Figure 2b) and old 
ones (Figure 2c), showing rust on the roofs through oxidation.  

Figure 1. Population repartition on Ngazidja Island (Indian Ocean) at the level of individual villages,
based on the last census realized in 2003.

2.1.1. Population Characteristics Based on the 2003 Census

Based on the last census data, 296,177 people lived on Ngazidja Island in 2003 [37] (Figure 1).
About 40% of the population lives in the capital, Moroni, and its immediate surroundings.
An important part of the population lives in villages along the coastal area, with higher concentrations
of the population in and around the main cities Mitsamouili and Mbéni.

Considering the number of people sharing the same dwelling as a criterion for household
definition, according to the last census, the average household has 4.1 members [38]. One dwelling can
consist of different building units. It has also been observed that household size grew with an increase
of employed people. This is explained by the fact that, as the number of household members earning
money increases, there is the tendency to cohabitate with other families [38].

2.1.2. House Characteristics

On Ngazidja Island, three main types of houses were found, differing through the building
material used: plant material (Figure 2a), metal sheet (Figure 2b,c) or concrete (Figure 2d). Metal sheet
houses can be additionally subdivided into two types: new metal sheet houses (Figure 2b) and old
ones (Figure 2c), showing rust on the roofs through oxidation.

No official digital delineation of the houses exists, but according to the 2003 census, only 7% of
the roofs for Ngazidja Island would have been made of plant material. During recent fieldwork, it was
observed that use of this material has become negligible on Ngazidja Island. Therefore, this type
of house was not considered in this study. Since metal sheet houses are less expensive than houses
with concrete roofs, according to the census of 2003, the majority of the buildings had a roof made of
metal sheet (70.2%). The remaining roofs were made of concrete (22.8% in 2003). The National Census
Direction considers that the construction material used for the houses reflects the financial situation of
the inhabitants, since most Comorians own their house (84.35%) [38].
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Figure 2. Different types of dwellings present on Ngazidja Island. The dwellings differ through the
building material used: (a) plant material house, (b) new metal sheet house, (c) old metal sheet house,
and (d) concrete house.

2.2. Collection of Field Data

During fieldwork done in the summer of 2016, information about the number of residents and
the type of dwelling they are living in was collected. While preparing the field work, a statistically
representative number of large (cities) and small (villages) urban areas were randomly selected. Within
these urban areas, 42 “Urban Zones” (UZ) were chosen. UZ were defined as built-up areas delineated
by the road network (Figure 3). UZ can be considered as representative of neighborhoods, which do
not exist as an administrative division in the Union of the Comoros. Whereas, one UZ was selected in
smaller urban areas, in larger areas two UZ were selected—one with a higher building density and one
with a lower density—to deal with possible population density variations related to the UZ location,
with respect to the center of the urban area (Figure 3).

During the fieldwork, all of the on average 90 buildings within each selected UZ were visited.
A trained surveyor first collected information about the number of people sleeping on a regular basis in
the building, by asking the owner of the building. To double check the information provided, the number
of people within each age range was also documented. Owing to limited time to collect the data,
information on houses where the owner was absent was collected through a well-informed contact person,
designated by the chief of the village. In the Union of the Comoros, social contacts in a village are strong,
and trust has been put in the information collected via this alternative channel. However, errors in the
data collection process cannot be excluded. Secondly, the surveyor collected information about the roof
type of the building. In some cases, stepping back to correctly define the roof type was not possible due to
the built-up area configuration. The roof was then identified as unknown. Most of the buildings present
on Ngazidja Island have one level (ground floor) only. In case of multi-story buildings, the number of
floors was considered in the data collection process, with people living on each floor being considered in
the counting of the total number of residents for that building. Buildings with a non-residential function
were also included in the survey, because building function cannot be defined from remotely sensed
imagery. Therefore, the average number of inhabitants per building was defined including buildings
without residents. During the field campaign, data was collected for about 4000 buildings, located in
30 villages, spread over the entire study area (Figure 4). For 2650 buildings, visual identification of the
roof type (concrete, old and new metal sheet) was possible.
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Figure 4. Location of the visited and studied villages. Villages not included were out of the limits of
the Pléiades images used in the study, or were covered by clouds, or in their shadow at the moment of
image acquisition.

Population data obtained through field work was statistically analyzed (see results section),
and evidence of a significant difference in population between buildings with different roof types was
reported. Training data for object-based land cover classification, was also collected during fieldwork.
Ground control points were acquired with a Garmin eTrex 30× GPS, in the center of homogenous
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areas representative of the following six land cover classes: vegetation (VEG), bare soil (BSO), asphalt
(ASP), concrete (CON), old metal sheet (OMET), and new metal sheet (NMET). Ground control points
related to roof types were taken at the edge of the houses, and afterward manually relocated to the
center of the roof. A total of ~500 points per class were collected.

2.3. Preprocessing of Pléiades Imagery

Three high spatial resolution Pléiades scenes were obtained for this study [2 m resolution for the
four multispectral bands—blue, green, red, near-infrared (NIR)—0.5 m resolution for the panchromatic
band] (Figure 4). Acquired in 2013, the images cover a major part of Ngazidja Island. Clouds
in the region are a major issue and explain why only 95% of all villages located in the Pléiades
acquisition zone, can be observed in cloud and shadow free conditions in at least one of the scenes
(Figure 4). The Pléiades images were orthorectified using ground control points collected on site,
and a 30 m resolution DEM (SRTM and TerraSAR-X). Pléiades digital numbers were converted to
top-of-atmosphere reflectance.

2.4. Building Layer Definition

As a result of the absence of reliable ancillary data showing the delineation of individual buildings,
building locations in the study area were identified on the satellite imagery. Automatic extraction of
the built-up footprint was not possible because of spectral similarities between some roof construction
materials and the surrounding environment, which often consisted of bare soil or cemented surfaces,
and because of the complexity of the residential structure. Thus, locations of individual buildings
were manually registered by pinpointing a central position on each roof on the pansharpened Pléiades
imagery, producing a point layer of building locations. The digitizing was done as a collective work,
each participant following a clear protocol for identifying houses in allocated areas. Small building
infrastructure (<15 m2) located close to other larger building units was not included, because these
smaller buildings usually represent kitchens located outside the main house.

2.5. Roof Type Characterization

In a second stage, the roof type for each point location in the building layer was extracted from
the Pléiades data. An object-based classification approach was used to group pixels in the image
scene into spectrally homogeneous objects, using the four multispectral bands and the panchromatic
band, as described in Reference [39]. Next to spectral variables, textural measures were extracted to
characterize each object, thus increasing the amount of information available for classification [40,41].
The segmentation of the image into homogeneous objects was done in eCognition® (Munich, Germany),
which uses a region growing algorithm progressively merging neighboring pixels in a scene based on
several parameters controlling the size, compactness, and smoothness of the image objects produced [39].
Parameterization of the segmentation criteria is left to the user who defines the optimal settings through an
iterative process, where parameters are progressively modified through visual inspection of the obtained
segments [42,43]. On account of spectral similarities between some roof construction materials and the
surrounding environment, in the context of this study area, a slight over-segmentation of the image was
preferred. This implied that one real-world object (i.e., one building) will often be covered by several
smaller image objects, to ensure that the characteristics of the objects, which include a point in the building
layer, are representative of the roof type the point is located on and are not contaminated by spectrally
similar materials possibly present next to building structures.

For each object in the segmented image, 20 spectral and textural variables were calculated (Table 1).
Using these variables, a random forest classifier was applied, assigning each object in the image to
one of the following six land cover classes: vegetation (VEG), bare soil (BSO), asphalt (ASP), concrete
(CON), old metal sheet (OMET), and new metal sheet (NMET). The classifier was run using an
ensemble of 1000 trees, and the set of ground control points (~1000 points per scene, ~150 points per
land cover class per scene) collected on site in August 2014.
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Table 1. Variables used for object-based classification. Both spectral information and textural
information characterizing the image objects are used in the classification.

Variables Description

Mean blue, green, red, NIR Mean of the values in the spectral band, calculated over all pixels
within the segment

NDVI Mean of (NIR-red)/(NIR + red) within the segment

Ratio blue, green, red, NIR Ratio between the mean of the spectral band and the sum of the
mean values in each band within the segment

green/blue, red/blue,
red/green

Mean of one spectral band divided by the mean of the other band
within the segment

Standard deviation blue, green, red, NIR Standard deviation of all pixel values in the spectral band within
the segment

Brightness Sum of the mean values in each spectral band

Grey Level Co-occurrence
Matrix (GLCM) Angular second moment Reflects the degree of homogeneity present in the spectral band

within the segment

contrast Reflects the contrast present in all spectral bands within the segment

entropy Reflects the randomness in the spatial arrangement of all spectral
bands values within the segment

The object-based land cover map produced for the study area allowed allocating a land cover class
to each building identified in the buildings point layer, and to define the total number of buildings
assigned to each class within predefined urban zones. Some confusion in the classification in the
labeling of roof types could not be avoided though. Whilst some buildings may have been assigned the
wrong roof type, some may have been labelled as belonging to a non-building class, like vegetation,
bare soil, or asphalt. To correct for such misclassification bias, an inverse calibration approach
was applied, using information obtained from the error matrix of the classification, as described in
References [44–46]. An independent validation sample of the building segments (i.e., those segments
that include a point in the building layer), was randomly selected in each scene (~200 points per
scene) and labelled through visual inspection of the Pléiades imagery. By comparing land cover labels
assigned by the classifier against manually assigned roof types (CON, OMET, NMET) an error matrix
was constructed, with the six land cover classes defining the rows in the matrix and the three roof
types defining the columns. By dividing the elements in the rows of the error matrix by the row total,
one can derive the probability that a building has a roof type j, given that it is classified as land cover
type i. These probabilities could then be used to correct the total count of buildings of type j in each
neighborhood, according to the following equation:

Nj,corr =
C

∑
i=1

(Ni × p(j|i)), (1)

where Nj,corr is the corrected number of buildings with roof type j, C the total number of land cover
classes, Ni the number of buildings labelled by the classifier as belonging to land cover type i, and p(j|i)
the probability that a building labelled as land cover class i actually has roof type j.

2.6. Population Estimation Model

Data on the number of residents per building type were combined with the number of buildings
of each type identified in each UZ, to assess the population at the neighborhood level. Given no
significant difference was observed between the number of residents in houses with old metal and
new metal roofs (see results below), both types of houses were grouped together, and the number of
residents Pi for an UZ was estimated as a weighted sum of the corrected number of houses of each
type for that UZ, NCONcorr,i and NMETcorr,i, obtained through remote sensing multiplied by the average
number of residents in concrete and metal houses rCON and rMET , obtained from the field survey:
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Pi = NCONcorr,irCON + NMETcorr,irMET (2)

Considering that the average number of inhabitants per building changes from one UZ to another,
the average number of residents per building type (rCON , rMET) used in Equation (2) was calculated
as the mean of the average number of residents for that building type, obtained for each of the
42 visited UZ during the field survey. The uncertainty of the estimated number of residents for each
UZ, caused by the variation in the average number of residents per building type observed over
different neighborhoods, could then be calculated as follows:

si =
√

N2
CONcorr,i·s2

CON + N2
METcorr,i·s2

MET + [2·NCONcorr,i·NMETcorr,i·covCON,MET ], (3)

with si the standard deviation of the population estimate Pi; NCONcorr,i and NMETcorr,i, the estimated
number of buildings of each type for the UZ i considered; s2

CON and s2
MET , the variances of the average

number of residents for concrete and metal roof houses, respectively; and covCON,MET , the covariance
of the average number of residents for concrete and metal roof houses observed in the visited UZ.

The approach was first tested on the 42 visited UZ to define the predictive accuracy of the
estimation, before extending it to the entire study area. Validation of the population predictions was
based on the leave-one-out method, using for each UZ, a model calibrated with all field data, except
for the data of the UZ itself. Predictive accuracy of the model was evaluated with two error measures:
the proportional prediction error (es) and the absolute proportional prediction error (ABS(es)).

es =
P̂s − Ps

Ps
, (4)

ABS(es) =
|P̂s − Ps|

Ps
. (5)

Both measures compared the predicted population value (P̂s), with the value observed in the
field (Ps) and were calculated for each of the 42 visited UZ. These error variables indicate (1) by their
median, the bias (es) and the magnitude (ABS(es)) of the error; and (2) by their interquartile range,
their distributional dispersion, as discussed in References [9,47].

3. Results

3.1. Relation between Number of Residents and Building Type

According to our field survey, one building hosts on average 3.40 ± 0.65 people, whereas the
2003 census estimated the average household size to be 4.1. Important to notice here is that members
of the same household, as defined by the 2003 census, may reside in different building units, whilst our
estimate referred to the number of residents per building. Moreover, buildings with a non-residential
function were also integrated in our estimation, which lowered our average.

Making a distinction between buildings with different roof types, we found out that, based
on our fieldwork, on average 3.63 ± 0.98 people resided in buildings with CON roofs (Figure 5),
3.01 ± 1.11 people resided in buildings with NMET roofs, and 3.23 ± 1.21 people in buildings with
OMET roofs. Welch’s t-test was performed to test for significant differences in the average number
of residents, in buildings of different types. No significant difference could be found between the
average number of residents in NMET and OMET houses (p-value > 0.05). This is the reason why
the population estimations for NMET and OMET were merged into one new category, namely metal
sheet roofs (MET). The average number of residents in these type of houses is 3.13 ± 0.98 (Figure 5).
A significant difference was observed between the number of residents in metal sheet roof houses and
in houses with concrete roofs (p-value ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 5. Frequency distribution of the average number of inhabitants per house type. The average number
of residents in buildings with concrete roofs (CON) is 3.63± 0.98 people, whereas 3.13± 0.98 people reside
in buildings with metal sheet roof (MET). A significant difference in average number of inhabitants is
observed between the two types of houses (p-value≤ 0.05).

So, on average more residents are found in buildings with a concrete roof than in buildings
with a metal roof. According to the census of 2003, household size increased with an increase of
employed people (see also Section 2.1.1). If one assumes that employed people can more easily afford
the construction of a house with a concrete roof, this may explain why overall concrete houses had
a higher number of residents. Based on our fieldwork, we also analyzed if household size might be
influenced by features of the built-up area, such as size, building density, accessibility, shortest distance
of a house to other houses in the neighborhood, which could be easily defined from the remote sensing
data for each visited UZ. We concluded that the number of residents per building was not significantly
influenced by any of these spatial variables, but solely by the type of building, as characterized by its
roof type.

3.2. Building and Roof Type Mapping

Over 55,000 buildings were manually digitized as point locations, through visual interpretation of
the Pléiades images. By overlaying these point locations with the object-based land cover classification,
a land cover class label was assigned to each building. As can be seen in Figure 6, the Mean Decrease
Gini, which indicates the importance of each variable in the random forest classification process;
shows that the most important variables contributing to the separation of the six land-cover classes in
this study are spectral variables, such as the ratio green, NIR and blue, the ratio green/blue, and the
mean red. Textural variables (standard deviation of spectral bands, metrics derived from the GLCM)
proved to have less importance in the classification process than spectral variables. It should be noted
though, that the order of importance of the variables might be different when using other segmentation
parameters [40], and is also dependent on application context (study area, sensor data used).

Based on a random sample of image segments, including a building point location, the accuracy
of roof type extraction was assessed. Table 2 shows the error matrix, comparing the roof type for
each building defined in the validation set, against the land cover label assigned by the classifier.
The validation indicated an overall classification accuracy of 75%. As can be noticed, the producer’s
accuracies for the three roof types range from 0.80 for concrete roofs (CON), to 0.64 for old metal roofs
(OMET), and 0.72 for new metal roofs (NMET). Buildings with OMET and NMET roofs were frequently
assigned to CON by the classifier. The opposite occurred less frequently. This implied that the number
of buildings with metal roofs was likely to be underestimated by the classifier. In some cases, building
segments were assigned by the classifier to the non-building classes: vegetation, bare soil, or asphalt
(VEG, BSO, ASP). This may have been due to (1) errors in the delineation of the image segments,
leading to the presence of building, as well as non-building, land cover within the same segment;
(2) some degree of spectral confusion between roof types and other land cover classes. Applying
the misclassification correction procedure explained in Section 2.5, the majority of the buildings in
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the study area had a concrete roof (45%), followed by buildings with new metal sheet roofs (41%).
A minority of the buildings had an old metal sheet roof (14%).
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Figure 6. Relative importance of the spectral and texture variables used in the object-based classification.
The most important variables contributing to the separation of the six land-cover classes are spectral
variables. Textural variables prove to have less importance in the classification process.

Table 2. Confusion matrix of the roof type classification (defined based on 214 validation points)
where VEG = vegetation, BSO = bare soil, ASP = asphalt, CON = concrete, OMET = old metal sheet,
NMET = new metal sheet. The confusion observed between specific classes is further used to apply the
misclassification correction procedure.

Reference

Land Cover Classes CON OMET NMET

Classification

VEG 1 0 2
BSO 1 1 0
ASP 1 0 0
CON 76 5 23

OMET 7 14 2
NMET 9 2 70 Overall Accuracy

Producer’s Accuracy 0.80 0.64 0.72 0.75

Based on our mapping results, the proportion of concrete roof houses seemed to have doubled
since the 2003 census observations, going from 22% (2003 census) to 45% (2013 classification results).
This increase is also confirmed by the field survey data of 2016. One explanation for this sudden
increase were the lahar events that followed two mildly explosive eruptions at Karthala in 2005,
remobilizing the ash deposits emplaced around the summit area and making them more accessible for
exploitation, thus decreasing the price of the raw material and facilitating the construction of concrete
houses [48]. Another explanation is that concrete houses were increasingly preferred by the local
population. Use of concrete is more sustainable compared to the use of metal sheets, which get rusty by
the years. Concrete houses also offer more protection against heat during the day and are considered a
symbol of achievement in the Comorian society.
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3.3. Population Estimation

The population estimation model proposed in this study was first applied to the 42 visited
UZ, to enable validation using the leave-one-out method. For each UZ, the number of buildings
of each type obtained by combining the building layer (Figure 7b) with the results of object-based
classification (Figure 7c,d), was first corrected by applying the inverse calibration approach, before
being multiplied with the average number of residents per building type, calculated as the mean of
the average household sizes observed in the other 41 UZ (Equation (2); Figure 7e). In addition to
this population estimate, for each UZ a measure of the uncertainty involved in the assessment was
calculated, applying (Equation (3); Figure 7f). Estimated population was then compared with the
population observed in the field in 2016 (Equations (4) and (5)).
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Figure 7. Different steps in the estimation of the population from high resolution remotely sensed
imagery. Using high-resolution 2013 Pléiades images (a), the location of buildings is defined (b).
After segmentation and classification of the image (c), the roof type is automatically allocated to
each building (d). Population estimation is done at a neighborhood level (e), with an assessment of
uncertainty (f). Results shown are for Mitsoudje, in the Hambou district.
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Taking model uncertainty into account, for most UZ, the reference population falls within
one standard deviation of the estimated population value (Figure 8). For some UZ (e.g., Koule,
Famare, Dima, Nkourani mkanga), an underestimation of observed population numbers was obtained.
This type of error may be partly attributed to the development of new houses, which were not present
during the acquisition of the remotely sensed imagery in 2013, as well as to the absence of houses in
the building layer that were located under trees and were not visible in the remotely sensed images.
The overestimation of the population for Voidjou (Figure 8), can be explained by the specificity of the
neighborhood. This UZ hosts a large portion of immigrants, with household characteristics strongly
deviating from the general trend on the island (only 1.91 people reside in buildings with CON roofs
and 1.81 people in MET roofs).
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Figure 8. Comparison of the population estimation and its standard deviation, with the population
obtained by field observation for the 42 UZ visited. The solid line represents the trend 1:1 line.
Population in Koule, Famare, Dima, and Nkourani mkanga is underestimated. This may be partly
attributed to the development of new houses, which were not present during the acquisition of the
remotely sensed imagery in 2013, and the absence of houses in the building layer that are located under
trees. In Voidjou, the population is overestimated, since the UZ hosts a large portion of immigrants
with household characteristics strongly deviating from the general trend on the island.

Calculation of the proportional prediction errors showed a negligible model bias (es = −0.03) and
a magnitude of the error ABS(es) = 0.17. The distributional dispersion of the bias and the magnitude
of the error, indicated by the interquartile range, were 0.32 and 0.17, respectively. This indicated that
there was quite some uncertainty involved in the population estimation process.

3.4. Model Extrapolation and Comparison with Census Prediction

The model calibrated on the 42 visited UZ was applied to the entire area covered by the Pléiades
images (Figure 4). After extracting, for each UZ, the number of houses and defining their type through
object-based classification, the inverse calibration approach discussed in Section 2.5, was applied for
dealing with misclassification bias in roof type discrimination. The method corrects for the confusion
that exists between the CON and MET classes and allows assigning a roof type (CON or MET) to
buildings that have been wrongly assigned to a non-building classes (VEG, BSO and ASP). The number
of buildings allocated to a new class through the calibration procedure varies between UZ, and is
shown for the capital Moroni and its surroundings in Figure 9a. Figure 9b shows the population
estimation results, for the UZ of the capital Moroni, and their corresponding standard deviation
(Figure 9c). As expected, the standard deviation of the population estimate was low for areas with
lower population numbers and higher for densely populated areas.
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Figure 9. (a) Number of houses that have been allocated to a new class after the inverse calibration
approach to account for misclassification bias, for the UZ of Moroni. (b) Population estimates for the
UZ of Moroni; (c) Standard deviation of the population estimates, for the UZ of Moroni.

Aggregating the population estimates for the UZ to the village level for the entire study area,
and comparing them with the 2013 population estimates from the 2003 census, which were based on a
hypothetical growth rate [37], shows a good linear fit (Figure 10); yet estimated population numbers
were systematically lower than the ones predicted by the 2003 census. Not including the capital
Moroni, which has a much higher population compared to the other villages, an R2 value of 0.88 was
obtained, which implied that a large part of the variation in the 2013 census predictions is explained by
the proposed model. The difference between our results and those predicted by the census, are most
likely due to uncertainties about the expected growth rate used by the National Census Direction.
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Figure 10. Results for the model aggregated to the village level, compared with the 2013 population
prediction based on the 2003 census. A good linear fit is obtained (R2 = 0.88), yet estimated population
numbers are systematically lower than the ones predicted by the 2003 census. Moroni is excluded from
the graph for clarity (population census prediction (2013) for Moroni = 107,912 people; population
estimation prediction (2013) based on our model = 85,247 people). The solid line represents the trend
1:1 line, and the dashed line the regression line.
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4. Discussion

The modelling approach proposed in this paper combined high resolution image interpretation
with targeted fieldwork to assess population at neighborhood level, for regions for which no population
data are available (Figures 7e and 9b). The model proposed assumed that the average number of
residents per building type was relatively stable. To deal with the observed variation in average number
of residents per building between different UZ, population estimates for each UZ were accompanied by
a measure of uncertainty. If the variation in the number of residents per building type among different
UZ is higher, the uncertainty of the population estimate at UZ level will increase. The uncertainty of
the population estimation at UZ level will also increase with the number of residents per UZ.

Comparison of estimated population, for the 42 visited UZ with population numbers observed
in the field (Figure 8), shows some systematic over- and underestimations of population, which can
be related to limitations in the approach proposed. Some of these limitations had to do with remote
sensing image interpretation. Even though high spatial resolution imagery was used in this study
for identifying building structures, visual interpretation was to some extent error-prone. First of
all, new houses developed in the period between image acquisition and field work could not be
identified from the Pléiades imagery (e.g., Famare, Dima, Nkourani mkanga, Foumbouni; Figure 11).
Moreover, houses partly or fully covered by trees could not always be identified in the imagery
(e.g., Koule; Figure 11). As such, underestimation of the actual number of population was likely
in some UZ (Figure 8). Foumbouni household characteristics strongly deviated from the general
trend on the island, which explained why, despite a clear underestimation of the number of houses,
no underestimation of the population was obtained for this outlier, (Figure 8) (on average, CON houses
in the Foumbouni UZ host 2.87 people and MET houses 2.12 people).
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Figure 11. Comparison between houses detected from remote sensing imagery and houses observed
during field work. In some UZ, the number of houses detected from remote sensing images is lower
than the number of houses observed in the field. The development of new houses (e.g., Famare, Dima,
Nkourani mkanga, Foumbouni) or houses partly or fully covered by trees (e.g., Koule) can explain this
underestimation. The solid line is the trend 1:1 line.

Errors in roof type classification also affected the results obtained with our model. To limit
the impact of these errors on population predictions, an inverse calibration procedure was applied
to correct building counts obtained for different roof types, using information obtained from the
classification’s error matrix. This approach is commonly used to correct estimates of the total area of
different cover types in land cover maps, obtained through image interpretation [44–46]. Using this
method, the relative fraction of buildings with concrete and metal roofs within the study area,
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which based on the original image interpretation was 45.6% for CON and 49.4% for MET (5% of
the buildings were wrongly assigned to classes that do not belong to roof type classes), changed to
45% and 55%, respectively. It should be kept in mind though, that the error matrix only provides
a global estimate of spectral confusion among land cover classes, which may not necessarily be
representative of the classification errors occurring within one particular UZ. As such, the correction
method cannot avoid that some local bias in the estimated number of buildings of different type
may occur.

Another issue affecting the results was that when identifying buildings from the remotely sensed
imagery, it was mostly not possible to obtain information on the function of the building or on its
current use (e.g., vacant versus non-vacant buildings). This is why, when calculating the average
number of residents per building through fieldwork, all buildings were taken in account, irrespective
of their use. While this approach ensures that the population estimation implicitly accounts for the
fact that a certain amount of building space in each UZ is not used for residential purposes, it is likely
to lead to overestimation of the population in UZs where the share of non-residential use or vacant
buildings is high, and vice versa. The proposed measure of uncertainty incorporates this effect.

While in our study not much variation in building height was observed, including height of
buildings in the modelling might further improve the model performance, especially in regions where
clear differences in building height are present. The increasing availability of high resolution remotely
sensed data, including for data poor regions, holds great potential for further refining population
estimation approaches relying on combining remote sensing with field work, as proposed in this study.

Considering that the average number of residents for concrete and metal roof buildings proved to
be significantly different (p-value ≤ 0.05), we decided to incorporate housing type in our population
estimation model. The question remains though if distinguishing between different roof types improves
the predictive accuracy of the modelling. This will obviously depend on the degree to which the
average number of residents in both types of buildings differs, yet it will also depend on differences
in the share of both types of buildings at the level of each UZ, as well as on uncertainties involved
in the modelling, including uncertainty caused by difficulties in roof type discrimination (see above).
A slight improvement was observed in the population estimation per UZ, when integrating roof type
discrimination in the model (es = −0.03 and ABS(es) = 0.17), compared to a simplified model not
distinguishing different building types (es = −0.04 and ABS(es) = 0.15). This slight difference in model
performance may have been largely attributed to the relatively small difference in average number of
residents for concrete and metal roof buildings, compared to the variance of both distributions. Whilst a
significant difference was observed, the p-value was only slightly below 0.05 (p-valuecon-met = 0.02).
Although in this case study incorporating roof type in the population estimation model did not
substantially improve prediction accuracy, compared to a model not distinguishing between different
type of buildings; the modelling framework proposed will be useful in regions where differences in
average number of residents for different types of houses are more substantial, and where the number
of buildings of different types strongly differs between different urban zones.

5. Conclusions

Organizing a census is not an easy task and requires a high investment in resources, especially for
developing countries which have more urgent priorities. This explains partially, why in many places in
the world detailed population counts are not available on a ten-yearly basis. In this study, we explored
the potential of high spatial resolution remotely sensed imagery, in combination with dedicated
fieldwork, as a fast and less costly alternative for providing timely information on population numbers
and population distribution. A population estimation model was defined, associating the number of
houses of different types found within each neighborhood, obtained through remote sensing, with the
average number of residents per building type, obtained through fieldwork.

As a first step in the approach, buildings were manually identified from high spatial resolution
Pléiades imagery. An object-based classification approach was used to automatically detect the roof
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type of each building from the image data. To correct for bias in the count of buildings with different
roof types, due to spectral confusion between different materials, an inverse calibration procedure
was applied. Population estimation at the level of pre-defined urban zones was accomplished by
combining corrected building counts, obtained through remote sensing, with estimates of the average
number of residents per building type, collected in the field for a sample of urban zones. For each
urban zone, an indication of the uncertainty of the estimate was provided, considering the observed
variability in average household size per urban zone. Validation of the model at the neighborhood
level, revealed low model bias and a relative error at the urban zone level of 17%. Comparison with
a model not distinguishing between different types of buildings, showed that in the present case
study, the added value of including building type in the modelling seems to be limited. This could be
explained by the difference in the average number of residents per building type being relatively small
in the study area, and by the fact that the number of buildings of different types did not show a strong
variation between different urban zones. In these circumstances the advantages of discriminating
between different building types do not weigh up against the additional uncertainty introduced into
the modelling. The modelling framework proposed, may prove useful though in regions with more
outspoken differences in the average number of residents, for different type of houses, and with
stronger contrasts in urban morphology. While in this case study locations of individual dwellings
where manually pin-pointed on the high-resolution imagery, cost and time required for data collection
might be substantially reduced in areas where a building data layer would already be available.
With the increasing availability of volunteered geographic information, it would be interesting to test
the method proposed in combination with these new data sources.
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